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ABSTRACT 

Using some simple .ass.mptions, we present in this paper a calculation 

of the quark fragmentation functions seen in deep inelastic processes. The 

results provide evidence for the conjecture that both jets seen in high p1 

reactions at the ISR stem from similar parents. The calculated functions are 

in excellent agreement with the inclusive distributions seen in vp and tp 

scattering,and in particular explain the puzzling presence of leading IT-'s 

from the fragmentation of a leading up quark. The results are also in agree- 

ment with the charge ratios extracted from deep inelastic electron scattering. 
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Introduction 

Recent experiments at the ISR(1y2) on the production of high transverse 

momentum secondaries in proton-proton collisions point strongly in the 

direction of anevent structure characterized by two jets whose source might 

be two-body scattering of proton constituents. (3) Because of the triggers 

involved in the experiments to date, the type of information on the two 

high pI jets in the final state is quite different. For the triggering jet, 

considerable information on particle composition exists. For the opposite 

side jet, data consist principally of inclusive distributions. In the 

scaling variable hadron (1) 
PI 

x = e trigger ' 
PL 

the inclusive distribution looks very similar to the distributions seen in 

various deep inelastic scattering reactions such as ep, ~.rp, e+e-, vp and 3p 

scattering. In this paper, we examine within the framework of a simple 

model whether the particle composition seen on the trigger side might be 

compatible with the inclusive distribution seen on the opposite side. If 

so, the primaries produced could both be similar, for example quarks. In 

what follows we will assume they are in fact quarks and use the measured 

particle ratios as an ingredient in calculating meson final states in deep 

inelastic processes. 

To do the calculation in the most clear-cut case, we will calculate 

the inclusive pion distributions for vp and 3p scattering in the quark 

fragmentation region. (4) These are described in terms of the fractional 

energy in the lab carried by the outgoing hadrons,z =\ adron Iv, where v 

is the laboratory energy loss of the lepton. The distributions in the other 

deep inelastic processes can be described in terms of the neutrino distri- 

butions, (4,5,6) except for slight corrections due to strange-quark scattering. 
+ 

We will calculate the two quark fragmentation functions D:(z) and D:(z) . 
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describing particle production in up + u- + IT+ (or r-> + X. 

The distribution in xe has been found to look very similar to the sum of 

these two functions. (1) 

Details of The Model 

1) We assume that the up quark fragments into a meson of type i and a 

quark of type j via a scale-invariant process: 

u+mi+q. , 
J 

with the meson fractional energy spectrum given by Cm f(z), where the Cm are 
i i 

constants. Only mesons ,containing the u q,uark in their wave function are 

produced. The quark structure of mi is given by mi = (~9~). The function 

f(z) is assumed to be independent of m.. 1 For simplicity we assume f(z) - 1. 

The Cm are then normalized so that: 
i - 

pm =l. 
m, i 

The quark q. 
- J 

then fragments similarly, and the process continues until 

the n th quark finally finds itself in the central region, where it recombines 

with the left over quarks from the target particle. It can be shown that summing 

over many fragmentation steps.gives an inclusive meson spectrum 

f incw = $ , 

(4 
thus providing a specific model for the bremsstrahlung:spectrum conjectured by Feynman. 

2) For the meson spectrum, we choose the lightest pseudoscalar and 

vector mesons in the spirit of the discussion in Reference 7. Rather-than 

assume SU(6) invariance, as used in that work, we take instead the particle 

ratios measured in inclusive high-transverse-momentum pp scattering wherever 

they are known. (1,8,9) Isospin invariance is then used to fill in the 

remaining numbers. The results for u quark fragmentation are: 
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Pseudoscalar 
C m. 1 

+ 
fi .20 

Vector 

P+ 

'm. 

.2:(l) 

aTo . 10 PO . 10 

r1O . O,(8) cue .lO 

7' l 05 

*+ K .lO 

K" .10(g) 

For the d quark, change ac+ -t I-C-, p+ - -t p , K+ -+ K" *+ and K *o + K 
in the Table. 
C C 

For the s quark we assume ~$o = CK- = Czo* = CK% = .2, 
ljo= -q' = .05, c+ = .l. 

The numbers for the neutral mesons relative to the charged mesons come 

from the wave function overlap with the u quark. The ideal quark mixing 
0 

for rl , 7' would give: 

is = i/3 , k = 2/3 ; 
fl 3l 

instead, we use the measured 2 ratio. 63) 
0 

If the s and u quarks behaved 
2-t 

identically, -the expected K+/x+ ratio would be 1; the departure from this 

value is assumed to be due to the violation of SU(3) invariance. The 

vector to pseudoscalar ratio may be an indication that only one helicity 

state of the p is dynamically allowed for a given quark helicity. (13) 

The advantage of using particle ratios measured at high p, is 

that the very steep behavior of the cross section guarantees that the 

trigger is sampling the meson population near z = 1. In this region, 

meson production via resonance decay does not mask direct production 

ratios, (1) allowing us to extract the Cm in the table above. In the 
i 
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model described above, assuming an invariant high pL IT' production cross 

section Q l/P,9 , we get a ratio of the high pL IT' to jet cross section 

= CT1018 = l/80. 

3) The quark mixture after the first fragmentation is given by the 

left over dissociated quark, leading to a quark population ratio of 

u:d:s = 1:1:.5. The unit u to d ratio then persists till the n th quark 
+ 

recombines into a baryon. Thus the whole difference between DE and Dt 

comes from the first meson generation. This gives: 

)dz = CT+ + C p++3 K &*+= .47 . 

The z dependence of the ~+/a- ratio thus depends critically on the 

sequential nature of the process. The inclusive distribution summed over 

IT+ and IT- depends only on the bremsstrahlung nature of this distribution. 
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At energies for which recently presented data exist, & = 4 GeV, only 

Q two meson generations are produced before scale invariance is violated 

(that is quark energy Q typical meson mass). These two meson generations, 

however, totally determine the large z distribution which is being studied 

here. The small z region ( 2.3) is further easily contaminated by spill-over 

from the central and target fragmentation regions at low energies. 

Results 

We have generated mesons by Monte Carlo methods according to the 

distributions outlined in the previous section. The energy v is assumed to 

be asymptotically large. Resonances are allowed to decay, contributing to 
+ 

the number of pions and kaons seen. The contributions to D", (z) and Dt (z) 

of the first, second, and n th meson generations are calculated. The 

contributions of the first two generations are shown in Figure 1. It is 

seen that very leading IT-' s come half from first generation p ' decay products 

and half from direct production as a secondgeneration meson. The 

calculations give a pO/(a+ + 7r-) inclusive ratio = .lO; similar to the value 

seen in pion-protonscattering. (10) ; 

Figure 2 shows the comparison of the model with neutrino data. (11) 

The agreement with the data is excellent for z > .4, which is the region 

where scale invariant fragmentation might hold at present energies. In 

particular, it gives good agreement with the 1~. distribution, an unfavored 

product of-the u quark. The fact that the absolute normalizations of the 

curves agree with the data is evidence that high mass resonances are not 

copiously produced, since they would reduce the C 
m. 

for the mesons considered here, 
1 

while populating mainly small z with their multi-pion decay products. 

Figure 3 shows the comparison of z D [ t+(z) + D;-(z)] with the distributions seen 

in other deep inelastic processes. (6) The agreement is.again good for 
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z > .4. We note that deviations are expected at the 20% level due to the 

presence of misidentified kaons and protons in the data samples. (6) 

For comparison with other experiments,we can calculate particle ratios 

over the region: 0.4 5 z 5 0.9. Defining: 

we find, 

+ 
R( $T > 

i 

+ + 
R( % > = 3.3, R( L 

T K+ 

= 

> = 3.0, and R( 

l 9 + 

.4 
D; (z) dz 

.9 
mi DU (z) dz 

.4 

L) = 15.6. 
K- 

Note the leading K'-' s are second-generation products, coming from left-over 
+ 

strange quarks. The value of R( & ) above is in excellent agreement with 
IT 

the result of Reference 5. The other ratios have yet to be measured. 

Concluding Remarks 

In terms of a simple sequential quark-dressing.model, we get a good fit 

to the quark fragmentation functions seen in deep inelastic processes. The 

model uses as input the high pI final state particle ratios observed in 

proton-proton scattering. While our model predicts meson distributions using a 
. 

spectral distribution fin=(z) = $- , an alternative 

fragmentation functions in terms of quark counting 

result: (12) 

f 

explanation of the 

rules has led to a 

If this fcnction is applied to the directly produced mesons, and if meson 

production in deep inelastic processes has as rich a spectrum as indicated 

in the high pL data, then this model is unlikely to give a good description 

of the data over any substantial range in z. For example, we show.in Fig. 3 the 

result -of generating mesons according to fm = 3~ -Z&&L , with the C cl 2 
i m z m. 

given in 
i 1 

the table earlier. Whether such a rich spectrum is indeed present, remains to be 

proven experimentally. 
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Finally, since the vector to pseudoscalar ratio is not accurately 

known, we have repeated the calculations outlined above using a ratio of 

three instead of one. The resulting quark fragmentation functions agree 

equally well with the neutrino data, differing by ~20% from the curves shown 
+ 

in Figure 2 over the range 0.3 2 z 2 0.8. The value of R(k) is changed from 

3.3 to 2.7. The principal change is that D:+(z) approaches . 1 instead of .2 

as z+ 1. The agreement of the present model with presently available data 

is therefore not very sensitive to the poorly known vector to pseudoscalar 

ratio. 
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Figure Captions 

1) 

2) 

3) 

+ 
First generation meson contribution to zD~ and zD~. For zD~ , the part of the 

distribution due to no and w" decay products is separately shown. 

Contribution of the second meson generation, which is equal for both 

zD IT+ and zD IT is also shown. 
U u ’ 

Comparison of the calculated quark fragmentation functions with 

neutrino and anti-neutrino data. In the anti-neutrino case, the 

eq-uality of D:-(z) and D+(z) is used so that data on negatively charged 

particles can be used in both cases. 
+ - 

Comparison of calculated value of z(Dz + Dz ) with data from other deep 

inelastic reactions. The muon scattering data cover three bins in the 

Bloom-Gilman scaling variable 0'. These data contain a contribution 

from the production of elastic p" mesons, shown as the dashed curve, 

which should be subtracted before comparing to the predicted curve. 

The dashed-dotted curve, described in text, is calculated using a value 

fm i 
= jcm- w2. 

i Z 
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